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The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter is a light commercial vehicle van built by Daimler AG of Stuttgart ,
Germany as a large van , chassis cab , minibus , and pickup truck. In the U. They are now
primarily marketed by Mercedes-Benz. The first generation Sprinter was launched in Europe in
to replace the famous but outdated Mercedes-Benz TN van dating from It was voted
International Van of the Year for Units sold to the rest of North America were badged as
Mercedes-Benz until when they received Dodge branding. Key individuals from DaimlerChrysler
Commercial Vehicle Division and Freightliner Trucks were selected to spearhead the effort and
made up the bulk of the division. Nearly all of the original staff were retained, though the base of
operations shifted from North Carolina to Auburn Hills, Michigan. The remainder of
DaimlerChrysler Vans LLC remained active in Huntersville as an engineering, upfitter
certification and safety compliance resource in support of the Sprinter. It was identical to the
Freightliner Trucks version except for minor styling details and badging. Rather than redesign
the aging Dodge Ram Van which had used the same basic body and layout since the s and was
discontinued in , DaimlerChrysler chose to replace it with the Sprinter. Passenger vans were not
subject to the same tax classifications and were imported as an assembled unit through
Mercedes-Benz in Jacksonville, Florida. The cargo version of this model is reassembled at a
plant in Ladson, South Carolina which was previously used as an American LaFrance factory.
Like its predecessor, the passenger version is imported as a complete unit. The model of the
first generation is still assembled by Iran Khodro Diesel. Since , the Sprinter model has been
revived in Russian markets only as the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Classic. The phase 2 grille was
chosen for use on the Sprinter Classic and the dashboard design. Sprinter Classic used the
steering wheel from the Sprinter models. The second generation Sprinter was introduced in
Europe in The NCV3 appeared in Europe and in other countries in the model year. North
America received its own NCV3 for the model year. The US cargo version of the NCV3 comes in
two wheelbases options ", " , two roof heights standard Neither the " wheelbase nor the rear
super single tires are available in the United States market. The US cargo version are
reassembled from kits in an assembly plant located in Ladson, South Carolina, while the
passenger models are imported directly from Germany. The second-generation was produced in
Argentina only for export marketsâ€”except Mercosur markets Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay
â€”from until , but in announced new production of the second generation in the Centro
Industrial J. Manuel Fangio, in Buenos Aires [13] with the brand new OM engine also local made
and exported to the rest of America including Mercosur markets. Since , it is manufactured for
the Mercosur and 40 other countries. A class action lawsuit was filed in California state court
against Mercedes-Benz alleging the defendant has sold Mercedes-Benz Sprinter models and
with water that leaked from the air conditioning unit in the roof onto the passenger area. The
leakage of air conditioning unit was also discovered on Dodge Sprinter made by Mercedes-Benz
from through Changes include the addition of new assistance systems crosswind stabilization ,
collision avoidance system optional , blind spot monitor optional , adaptive highbeam , lane
departure warning system , Euro VI emissions compliance, redesigned radiator grille, more
angular headlights, new upholstery and seat coverings, thicker steering wheel, optional fresh
air nozzles boast chrome applications, new-generation radio system. The vehicle was unveiled
in International Commercial Vehicles show. Ordering began in June , followed by deliveries in
September US models went on sale in fall as model year vehicles. Early models included a
choice of 2 engines 2. In September , e-commerce platform Amazon announced that they had
contracted to acquire 20, Amazon-badged Sprinters to be available for small business partners
of their proprietary logistics service. US models were set to go on sale in the first quarter of as
model year vehicles. Early models included " and " wheelbases in low and high roof
configurations, 5 body styles Passenger Van, Crew Van mixed 2-row passenger and cargo
application , and Cargo Van both 8, and 11, GVWRs , 1 engine choice 3. For the model year the
Sprinter receives a more stylish and upright grille with Mercedes' signature 3 slat design. In an
effort to make the Sprinter's fuel economy more competitive, North American models will get
the 2. The Sprinter will now feature LED running lights. Air suspension will be available on the
series model. For the UK market in , to celebrate 20 years since the first Sprinters were
manufactured a run of special edition vans were sold to the public. These vans included the
following additional interior comforts and exterior trim level;. The third-generation Sprinter
debuted on 6 February at the Mercedes-Benz logistics center in Duisburg and was available to
purchase from June It is the first generation to include a front-wheel-drive van in the line-up. A
range of technology and comfort features are standard or optional. The Freightliner version is
being discontinued after the model year. The Sprinter is designed primarily for business, not
private users, although recreational vehicle RV conversions are available. In the United States,
the first generation Sprinters â€” were offered solely with the Mercedes-Benz 2. Companies are
replacing van conversions with wide bus bodiesâ€”Sprinters with side-facing benches and tall

right-side doorsâ€”as campus shuttles. Limited numbers of complete " wagons " passenger
vans are being produced in Germany and shipped complete to the United States mostly for
personal and church van uses. Typical Sprinter Wagons accommodate 8 to 10 passengers and
have glass in all possible factory positions. The Dodge dealer network for Sprinters is limited to
certified locations known as "Business Link" certified dealers, usually only awarded to "Five
Star" certified dealers , and dealer knowledge is still limited in both sales and service. Special
orders typically take one to three months for delivery, and may take even longer due to the
assembly and disassembly in Germany, and exporting parts to South Carolina for re-assembly.
The exception is passenger van models which are assembled in Germany and exported as
complete vehicles. This is because of the United States Chicken Tax. As an unintended
consequence , several importers of light trucks have circumvented the tariff via loopholes ,
known as tariff engineering. Ford ostensibly a company that the tax was designed to protect ,
imported its first-generation Transit Connect light trucks as "passenger vehicles" to the U. Such
expediters are similar to truck drivers, except they take smaller loads and will wait after
unloading until dispatchers find another customer nearby to transport goods. Another market in
which Sprinters are gaining ground is as van conversions and recreational vehicles.
Conversions include RV's, limousines, family and luxury vans, office vans, wheelchair
accessible vans and golf vans. Sprinter RV conversions can also be called Sprinter
campervans. Sprinter conversions have been produced by several RV and coach
manufacturers. Chilled box versions of the Sprinter currently make up the majority of the
supermarket Home Delivery fleet across the UK, but demand for these vans has begun to
decline. Mercedes are currently working with Waitrose Home Delivery, who currently use chilled
LWB HR Sprinters, on a prototype of a new generation home-delivery van, which is currently
being used in select stores, aiming to cut emissions, costs and increase time-efficiency. These
are a popular choice for local affiliates for their maneuverability in metropolitan areas and the
lack of DOT regulations in the under 10,lbs versions. In Colombia the Sprinter is the most
popular van for intercity transport. Although primarily marketed as a goods van , the Sprinter
has 4 variants designed to carry passengers. These are made by removing parts of the walls
and replacing them with glass window panels. This is the smallest of the Sprinter minibuses.
There are 4 sub-variants: the 23, 33, 35 and It has 4 doors: 1 on either side of the driver and
front passenger seats which, like in a van, are segregated from the main passenger
compartment , a sliding door in the middle, which goes into the rear passenger seating area,
and a set of double doors at the back going into the disabled area with an elevator that can be
extended out of the doors when they are open. This minibus is a longer variant of the Sprinter
Mobility where the front passenger seat has been removed and the front passenger seat door
now acts as the door for all passengers. In addition, the back wall has seats along it, but can be
opened as a door and the seats removed to make modifications to the interior of the vehicle. It
comes in 5 sub-variants: 23, 34, 35, 45 and It has seats and is 5. It is designed for bus services
to hamlets. This bus has a high-floor, and in addition to the driver's door, has just 1 automatic
passenger door with steps. It is 7. The Freightliner variant has been in production since There
are three sizes, Sprinter City 35, 65 and 77, which seat from 10 to 16 passengers; including
standing passengers , these versions can accommodate 22 to 40 passengers. The 77 variant
has a low floor throughout and a third pair of wheels at the rear. There is also a manual door on
the offside into the driver's cab. The 77 variant has double rear doors. In North America, only
the six cylinder 3. An electric hybrid version has been tested, but is not currently officially part
of the Sprinter range. The model designations for the first generation Sprinter are W, W, W, W
and W, depending on the gross weight rating. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article is about the Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicle. For the Toyota compact sedan, see
Toyota Sprinter. Light commercial vehicle van built by Daimler AG. Motor vehicle. Light
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Wikimedia Commons. Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Third generation. FR layout ; FF Layout
Volkswagen Crafter Volkswagen LT. Post-facelift Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Phase I â€” 2.
Laurent Boulay. FR layout [8]. Ram Promaster for Dodge Sprinter. Third generation
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. V,
X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P AMG GT. Electric Crossover.
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models can be found here. Commercial trucks Medium-duty trucks Business Class M2 The
Dodge WC series were essentially built in two generations. Dodge was the U. Though the
majority of Dodges built were 'Weapons Carriers', "WC" was not abbreviated from this, but a
general Dodge model code â€” initially "W" for , and "C" for a nominal half-ton payload rating.
Dodge had been the United States military's primary supplier of light wheeled vehicles, since
before the U. It was stronger and more high quality than the ubiquitous Ford Model T , and in ,
Dodge cars proved their durability, both in the s U. All the while, Dodge maintained its
reputation for high quality truck, transmission, and motor parts they made for other successful
manufacturers. Dodge light trucks were initially based largely on their passenger cars, but later
specific truck chassis and bodies were designed. Light- and medium-duty models were offered
first, then a heavy-duty range was added during the s and s. The Timken transfer case was the
first part-time design, [18] that allowed the driver to engage or disengage four-wheel drive using
a lever inside the cabin. Dodge built the U. However, Dodge also eagerly pursued military
contracts for half-ton four-by-fours at the same time. In , Dodge's light, car-based trucks had
been crucially redesigned â€” dropping the old car frames and for the first time using modern,
truck-style chassis, with side rails welded to the cross members on their half-ton to one-ton
rated trucks. In again, Dodge presented a completely redesigned line of pickups and trucks: the
art-deco styled, "Job-Rated" trucks , aimed to fit every job. The Quartermaster Corps Q. On all
trucks, front sheetmetal was mostly identical to the commercial VC and VF models of that year,
with the addition of a big brush guard mounted in front of the grille and headlights. The military
VC models retained the civilian engine and wheelbase, but gained four-wheel drive, and a new
internal technical code: T The soldiers also called the light command reconnaissance vehicles
"jeeps," but this was also common with several other vehicles at the time. A total of 4, VC
models were built across six variants â€” mostly pick-ups and reconnaissance cars. On the
other hand, an even lighter and smaller 4x4 truck was needed: a quarter-ton , that would soon
replace the Dodges as the U. Although no longer standard, the VC trucks remained in use until
the end of the war. Production consisted of just over 6, closed cab, open bed cargo trucks, plus
just under dump-trucks. An ambulance model, VF , was also designed, but only three units were
built, likely experimental. A new ambulance with a fully enclosed, all-steel box rear body was
designed, on a longer, inch wheelbase; and PTO-driven winches were now fitted to some
models. Army's first standard light 4x4 trucks â€” prior to the quarter-tons â€” when the U.
Produced up to the war by a few specialized firms with limited capacity, from spring Ford,
Dodge and Chevrolet joined in fabricating these in mass quantity, [25] with Dodge's experience
in making quality, precision parts dating back from the earliest beginnings of the company.
Throughout the war, Dodge was the U. When the U. This table provides the relations between U.
Army Ordnance SNL supply list. All engines were liquid-cooled, straight-six Chrysler flathead
gasoline engines, mated to four-speed manual transmissions and a single-range transfer-case
offering part-time four-wheel drive. Created based on Chrysler's civilian one-ton rated range of
light trucks and carry-all, [29] the VC models formed the foundation for the subsequent WC
series. Bodywork and sheet metal on the pick-ups and carryall were largely copied from the
civilian models â€” however, for the reconnaissance and radio cars, a dedicated open four
seater body was created. Also the same The distribution across the versions was: [38]. T range
units had front axles with Bendix-Weiss constant-velocity joints, whereas T and T models were

given front axles either made by Bendix or with Rzeppa design CV joints , made by Ford. A
further 1, rear-wheel drive units engineering code T were built WC through WC , and WC
through WC â€” mostly carry-alls and pick-ups , that retained civilian bodywork and front axles
one-ton on-road rating. Entering production during to early , [65] they were specifically
designed to serve as military ambulances. These early variants are distinguishable from the
later ones by having a curved radiator grille, while the later ones WC onwards featured a flat
grille. The WC's engine displacement was increased to the T's volume of Weapon carriers, two
seater pickups with open cab. The open cab pickups could be fitted with an optional M24
machine gun mount, which bolted across the front of the bed. Open cab weapons carrier, with
Braden MU winch, and transverse seats, designed to tow the 37mm M3 anti-tank gun as well as
carry the gun crew and ammunition. This type was usually issued to early tank destroyer units.
Almost 1, panel van trucks, and panel van bodied radio communication cars. At first, regular
panel van trucks were ordered: units of WC , [62] [67] and units of WC The WC radio panel vans
almost outnumbered their bare transportation siblings, and they were also the only radio
communication cars that Dodge built in a panel van body style in the entire VC and WC series
range. Almost half of production, units, went to the British Empire under the U. Lend-Lease
agreement. These models were built as technical service trucks for the U. Army Signal Corps ,
designed to install and repair hard telephone lines. Of the two-wheel drive WC and WC, only a
single unit of each were built, but the four-wheel drive WC numbered units. Just over one
thousand emergency repair chassis and trucks were ordered within the half-ton Dodge G, WC
series. One other body-type was ordered: one T oil servicing truck in By late , the Dodge WC
range was significantly revised. Only ambulances, carry-alls, and technical service trucks kept a
long wheelbase. Panel vans were dropped from the range and no longer made. A single such
unit, though compact, offered practical all-terrain transportation to a full eight man rifle squad
and their gear. A total of 26, WC units were built from through , after which the ambulance was
redesigned, and replaced by the WC in The rear boxes were supplied in two major parts: lower
and upper. The lower part of the box was attached to the chassis at the factory, while the upper
box was crated for installation in the field. A carryall, mechanically the WC was virtually
identical to the WC but was fitted with a body which was the civilian carryall modified to military
specifications. All four rear side windows were wind-up opening and the seating consisted of
front folding passenger seat to allow rear access, two person second row leaving space to
access to the rear full width three person seat. The spare wheel was carried on a mount on the
driver's side and although the door was fully operational it could not be opened and the driver
had to enter from the passenger side. The rear end had split tailgates. No carryalls came from
the factory with a winch, though there was a field modification available. It did not prove popular
as it was heavier and not as maneuverable as the jeep, and its distinctive profile made it a
target. The soft-top included side-curtains, for better weather shielding. Including the 5, WCs M6
Gun Motor Carriages that were later downgraded back to WCs brought the total number to over
, cargo, troops and weapons carriers. With the top and bows down, the WC and followed the
low-profile design doctrine of the time. The open cab pickup could be fitted with an optional
M24A1 machine gun mount, which bolted across the front of the bed. A winch was therefore not
easily added in the field. The WC was first downgraded to "limited standard" in , and
subsequently declared obsolete, finally by early The spare wheel was carried behind the seats,
and a step ladder fitted where the spare wheel normally would have been. The bespoke bed
made it a K truck to the Signal Corps. These were initially fitted to both Dodge and Chevrolet
chassis. Replacement for the WC , the WC had the step ladder mounted on the roof, the spare
wheel was still fitted behind the seats, and the tool trunks were accessible from the outside.
Just 58 were built. Its open-topped service-type bed featured numerous tool trunks and stowage
bins, accessible from the outside. Production amounted to 43, units total, [5] â€” 23, WC units
without winch, and 20, WC variants with winch. The table below lists the comprehensive set of
models in the Dodge WC series family showing the different codes that were assigned together
with each model's core specifications. Different colors have been used to code groupings for
maximum convenience, based on nominal payload rating, model family, and wheels and drive.
Lend-lease models mainly for Russia , and Canadian-built models are presented in red, at the
bottom. Almost 60, Dodge WC series models were provided to the U. Russia much appreciated
these vehicles, that perfectly filled the gap between 4WD automobiles and heavy trucks, and
simply called them "Dodge three-quarters". Philippine Commonwealth. French Army draisine ,
converted WC WC 'Beeps' served in the Polish and Hungarian armies in the '40s and '50s.
General George C. Marshall in Dodge Command Car, In many WW II films, directors would place
high-ranking allied officers in Dodge Command Cars, although in reality, the German military
quickly realized that personnel riding in the Command Cars were typically prime targets, and
Allied generals and dignitaries would in reality prefer to ride in regular jeeps, to prevent
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trucks in U. Army exercise stock film on Periscope Archives. Made by the U. The four-wheel
drive off-road capability, ruggedness, and the diverse uses for the vehicles are expounded, for
instance: officers employ portable desks in their command cars to study maps and plot
strategies mark Restored VF truck archived. Portee gun truck [nb 8]. T [nb 9]. T from August
[13]. WC ambulance in period Greek Airforce colors Israel built ad-hoc reconnaissance-assault
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rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For

more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. New and used handicapped vans for sale equipped with
rear-entry, side-entry and lift conversion vehicles. Wheelchair vans have 2 basic entry points,
side- and rear-entry. Both of which make it convenient for wheelchairs, scooters and people.
Entry points are accessible via powered or manual deployment. Call a mobility specialist today
to determine what conversion is right for your mobility needs Showing 30 of vehicles that match
your search. Although wheelchair vans are more expensive than similar vans that have not been
converted to be accessible, you can save a good deal of money by buying a used wheelchair
van. Many people with disabilities find that buying a used van helps them to afford what they
need and still get a vehicle that is reliable and durable for years to come, and which gives them
a lot of their independence back. To make it easier to afford the wheelchair van you need, we
offer financing and also accept trade-ins. With a wide variety of both new and used wheelchair
vans for sale, AMS Vans makes it easy to find the van with the exact mix of features you need at
the best price. You have to maintain your handicap accessible van well for it to last a long time.
These vans often require special maintenance in addition to the oil changes, new tires and other
work that all vehicles need from time to time. We can advise you on how to maintain your van
so that it gives you years worth of great driving, whether you're a disabled person who will be
driving alone or a family member who will be transporting a relative who uses a wheelchair.
AMS Vans promises to deliver the best wheelchair accessible van available on the market today
With nearly two decades of experience; manufacturing, selling, and delivering over 12, vans
nationwide, our dedicated team of certified technicians will not allow your van to leave our
Atlanta facility until its right! Please contact one of our experienced Mobility Specialists today
and ask about our three step quality control process. AMS Vans looks forward to serving your
family by providing you with a van that is worthy of our own. AMS Vans is an automotive
dealership for people who need an affordable accessible vehicle and financing options. If you
have bad credit, low credit, no credit or have been turned down in the past due to bankruptcy,
we can help you get a car loan through a special finance lender. We advise calling first for
details at Otherwise, click the link below to start the credit application. You will receive a
confirmation email shortly. Have more questions? Just ask us! We'll help you find the right van
specific to your needs. Contact us today and we'll have one of our trusted advisors contact you.
Call or Text a Mobility Expert. All Vehicles Vehicle Specials New Vehicles New Conversions
Used Conversions Commercial Vehicles Apply Filters. Quick Filters. Loading Inventory Seat
Base Pass. Seat Base, Pass. Used vs. Vehicle Exterior Exterior Appearance Inspection. In place
and matching Inspect certification label federal requirement Check VIN label to paperwork
Check for non-completed recalls. Vehicle has 2 master key with remote entry if applicable and 2
valet key, flat key Programmed to immobilizer. Contains portfolio, owner's manual, supplement.
Dashboard Lights Illuminate as Designed. Climate control system functions properly for both
heating and cooling. Spare tire size, sidewall condition, tread depth and air pressure Spare tire
and attaching hardware, cover, jack, jack tools and wheel lock if applicable are present, properly
installed and secure Manual fuel lid release operates. Engine oil replaced and proper level
Automatic transmission fluid level Brake fluid level Power steering fluid level Engine coolant
fluid level Washer fluid level
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. Brake Inspection Minimum 6mm of pad material required. Chassis Inspection No sign of
damage or excessive wear. Differential lubricant level -- check for contaminants. Start-up Idles
normally While driving, engine performs normally Starter system operates normally Shift Lock.
Brake and parking brake function normally Brake and clutch pedal height, free play and travel
meet specs. No warning lights illuminate during road test. Steering operation is normal
Off-center psecifications meet standards Handling, straight-line operations. Service Guarantee
AMS Vans promises to deliver the best wheelchair accessible van available on the market today
Contact AMS Vans. Thank you for your submission. An AMS Vans mobility consultant will
contact you as soon as possible. Get Financing for Purchase or Leasing AMS Vans is an
automotive dealership for people who need an affordable accessible vehicle and financing
options. Click Here to Get Started. Thank You! Request a Consultation Have more questions?

